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As one looks through the two Scots versions of ‘Enivrez-vous’, to be found in this
slim volume of translations of Baudelaire’s Le Spleen de Paris (1869):
Et si quelquefois, sur les marches d’un palais, sur l’herbe verte d’un fossé, dans
la solitude morne de votre chambre, vous vous réveillez, … (Baudelaire)
An if frae time tae time, on the steps o a palace, in the green sedge o a sheuch,
in the dreich lanesomeness o yer chaumer, yo come tae yersel, … (Walter
Perrie, born Quarter, South Lanarkshire)
An if, sometime, apö da steps o some palace, apö da green girse o a ditch, aa
dysel in dy room I da moarneen, sood du wakken, … (Christie Williamson, born
Yell, Shetland)
one realizes that one’s assumptions about language need to be revised. We
assume that languages can be circumscribed, if not systematized, that they are
accessible to acquisition, that they are constituted by describable linguistic
features. In saying these things we have already made three mistakes, and
particularly so in relation to Scots. True, Scots is haunted by the temptation of
circumscription, of self-consolidation (‘standard’ Scots, ‘ideal’ Scots), but it is a
wandering, exploratory language, with an equally multifarious past still to be
drawn upon, and a future ever in the process of being made; indeed, it is probably
true to say that the development of modern Scots, and particularly of varieties of
urban Scots, has not been — cannot be? — kept track of, yet alone acquired.
About the Scots poems in Underwoods (1878), for example, Stevenson confesses:
‘[…] I simply wrote my Scots as well as I was able, not caring if it hailed from

translation is, by virtue of its intercourse with other languages, a coming to
knowledge, with language in variational flight, ever to be modulated and pursued.
Scots is that volatile and supple medium that can find its way across languages
and dialects, and which, through its orthographic adaptability, can map a route to
different parts of the world. Scots has nothing to do with a translation that is the
best available option, that involves the progressive exclusion of less felicitous
alternatives; it is rather a language whose flexibility redistributes cultural values,
and which acts outside language-systems, in unmonitored spaces of free
intersection, inventive promiscuities, associative hallucination.
More’s the pity then that James Underhill’s introduction should be so largely
preoccupied with bestowits a sitsle, self-assertive linguistic identity on Scots and
with launching a sustained attack on Etslish as a translational language, with
remarks such as: ‘Scots offers us a great chance to get round the pernicious
prejudices that tend to pervert Baudelaire translations into Etslish’ (n.p). God
forbid that a translation-practice designed to put languages at each other’s
throats ever be espoused. And his semi-penitential observation that ‘Scots
translations should be for Scots: they shouldn’t be an attack on Etslish’ is equally
regrettable; Scots translations should not be just for Scots; translation is precisely
a weapon against insularity, the very way we undo the linguistic prejudices
adverted to here and liberate languages into each other.
Much better had we heard something of the specific challenges of translating the
Baudelaire of the prose poems, and of the translators’ relationships with their
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